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The task of extracting and constructing knowledge base from news is still a subject of 

ongoing research. The obtained knowledge base is useful for many applications, such as a 

question answering system. Football news always gains enormous interest from many foot-

ball fan clubs. Hence, there are needs to extract certain information from this news in timely 

fashion. This paper proposes a new approach to extract football events from football news 

webpages and represents them as frames. One of the main contributions of the new approach 

is the process of dynamically generating semantic grammar from football domain ontology. 

A semantic parser uses this grammar to recognize events of interest and their details. This 

paper explains the overall architecture of our system called Ontology Directed Event Ex-

traction System and explains detail implementation of our new proposed approach for ex-

tracting football events. The system is demonstrated by extracting events from 40 football 

news webpages, resulting in 699 frames which evaluated over 85% precision and recall.    
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Online news contains valuable information relevant to readers’ interests. Some-

times, this information can be directly extracted and provide answers to factoid ques-

tions such as those in QA systems [5, 14, 15, 26]. However, some types of questions, 

such as sequences of events or “how” questions cannot be immediately answered with-

out extracting and constructing a knowledge base from the news. In other words, this 

information must be extracted and represented in some form of knowledge representa-

tion, for example, frame based representation [4, 10, 21, 25]. From the viewpoint of [9], 

information extraction (IE) involves a number of tasks. First, relevant or needed infor-

mation embedded in natural language texts must be identified. Second, it must be “col-

lected and normalized”. Finally, the IE process must produce “a set of target knowledge 

structures” as output.  

Many research works in IE uses ontology as a knowledge-based. To name a few, 

[23] extracted security-related facts from online news articles. [30]’s ArtEquAKT sys-

tem extracted biographical information from the web. [7]’s SOBA system extracted 

football matches information from webpages. [20] extracted medical data from free text 

clinical documents. [27] extracted radiological data from Turkish free text radiology 

reports. Our IE approach is also based on ontology to guide the extraction processes 

[16]. 

One of the domains that come to our attention is a football domain. Some of the 
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basic questions that a football knowledge based system should be able to answer are: 

“Which teams played in which match competition?”, “Where and when was the football 

match taking place?”, “Which team won?”, “Who scored the goal for the match, and in 

which manner?”, “Were there any important actions during the match?”. This kind of 

information is not easily extracted from natural language text football news. In particu-

lar, some problems, which usually found in this domain (probably as well as other do-

mains), are: 

1) Event Detection Problem. We are only interested in match competition events 

related to questions listed above. Hence, the system must have mechanism to identify 

parts of text containing the wanted information and to filter out irrelevant information. 

From the sentence (a), the first sentence is not related to the listed questions. Hence, 

only a sentence “He had several chances but repeatedly shot wide” should be extracted. 

(a) Cristiano Ronaldo had a little impact despite playing 90 minutes Monday. 

He had several chances but repeatedly shot wide. 

2) Slot Value Assignment Problem. Once an event is detected, it details must be 

identified and fill-in (as in a slot of a designated frame). Here, there are many 

sub-problems. 

  2.1) In order to correctly fill-in a value in a slot, the system must recognize 

type of events and type of details needed for the event. However, usually the type is im-

plied rather than explicated. Hence, the system must have mechanism to handle this 

implicit value, in order to assign it to a right slot. 

(b) Angola had two more chances left, but shots by [Amandio Felipe de 

Costa]Player_personName and [Hermenegildo Bartolomeu]Player_personName [went high]OffTarget. 

The sentence (b) implied that the hasBallSituation slot must be filled by the val-

ue OffTarget. Therefore, the phrase “went high”, which of a semantic concept OffTar-

get, must be recognized as a subtypes of hasBallSituation in order to fill in the slot 

correctly. 

  2.2) The system must handle the relation among events. Hence, a slot value of 

a frame can embedded another frame. 

(c) Tevez score a close-range shot off a pass to Higuain.   

The sentence (c) consists of three events, which can be extracted as three corres-

ponding frames below.  

 
ScoreGoal01:(doneBy: Player_Tevez, after: Shot02) 

Shot02: (doneBy:Player_Tevez, before: ScoreGoal01, after: Pass03) 

Pass03: (doneBy:Player_Higuain, receivedBy:Player_Tevez, before: Shot02) 

The output frame can be read as follow. The scoring event (ScoreGoal01) is 

achieved after the shot event (Shot02) and the shot event is done after the pass event 

(Pass03). 

Thus, to tackle the problems, we construct a system called Ontology Directed Event 

Extraction System (ODEES), which uses a mechanism of semantic parser to automati-
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cally extract football events from news webpage. The system annotates content text from 

a news webpage with ontology concepts. Then only relevant sentences are selected base 

on event-denoting concept in the ontology. Each selected sentence is split into clauses 

and a set of semantic grammar rules are dynamically constructed for the sentence. Then, 

it is parsed by a semantic parser. At this point, event frames are created from the parser 

results. Finally, the related frames are linked together using inference rules associated 

with the ontology. Note that the domain ontology is crucial for the system as it acts as a 

facilitator throughout many processes. More importantly, the mechanism of the seman-

tic parser, with semantic grammar rules dynamically generated from the domain ontol-

ogy, is also a crucial process for recognizing concepts and values of event frame. Table 
1 shows the summary of the problems and their solutions.     

Table 1. Problems and Proposed Solutions 
Problems Proposed Solutions 

(1) Event Detection Problem - using concept annotation submodule and subject-predicate 

identification submodule to identify relevant information 

(2) Slot Value Assignment Problem  

 (2.1) Fill-in  a value in a slot - using semantic parser with ontology guided rules to detect 

relevant facts from text and related them to corresponding 

slots  in semantic parsing submodule  

- using constraint rules to fill- in a value during a frame con-

struction submodule 

 (2.2) Handle the relation among events - using ontology inference rules in a frame integration module  

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we describe the ontology 

used in more details. Section 3 presents an overview of the architecture of the system, 

emphasizing on how the system constructs semantic grammar rules and how they are 

used by the semantic parser module. Section 4 describes the details of football know-

ledge base. Experimental results and error analysis are discussed in section 5. Section 6 

compares our works with previous systems. Finally, section 7 concludes the paper. 

2. FOOTBALL ONTOLOGY 

2.1 Ontology model 

 

ODEES represents domain knowledge as an ontology. For knowledge-based infor-

mation extraction system (IE), the ontology is an important component of the system 

[16, 18, 22]. The ODEES ontology represents a set of classes of interests in a football 

domain, such as match competition, team, player, player’s action, field of play, method 

of scoring, duration of the match, and so on. Another important knowledge of our on-

tology is a set of inference rules to reasoning on and deriving further facts from pre-

viously extracted information. 

Our football ontology is adapted from available football ontologies [6, 7, 24, 28]. In 

addition, in order to extract information answering question sets above, we need to ex-

tend the ontology using classes and relations from FIFA rules [11], football glossary [1] 

and [8]. Figure 1 illustrates some important classes and relations in our ontology. 

The main classes consist of these classes- MatchCompetition, PlayerAction, Mat-

chTeam, Team, Player and so on. Class MatchCompetition represents a football match 
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result and other details. It links to two competing teams, team1 and team2, the final 

cumulative score of a match, finalScore, the match competition date, onDateTime, and 

the three types of match results, winTrigger, loseTrigger and drawTrigger. 

There are two different concepts for a playing team. A football team, in general, is 

represented by the class Team, while teams that compete to each other in the match 

competition are represented by the class MatchTeam. The class MatchCompetition has 

relations called team1 and team2 to the class MatchTeam. The value of relation team1, as 

well as team2, is an instance of the class MatchTeam that links to the class Team, through 

a relation hasTeam. The value of the relation hasTeam is an instance of class Team. 

The value of relation finalScore is a string of a pattern “[0-9]+[-][0-9]+”. The 

value of relations winTrigger, loseTrigger and drawTrigger are the list of predefined 

vocabularies, i.e., synonyms of win, lose and draw. The class Team has two subclasses 

that include NationalTeam and Club. For example, Figure 1. shows two instances of the 

class NationalTeam: NTeam_Argentina and NTeam_Canada. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.   An excerpt from football ontology 

Class PlayerAction has many subclasses, for instance, ScoreGoal that is an action 

of making goal, Shot that is an action of player shooting the ball and Pass that is an 

action of player passing the ball to his teammate. The relations of the class PlayerAc-

tion are: doneBy that links to Player who performs the action; before that links to oth-

er PlayerAction occurred before this action; and after that links to other PlayerAc-

tion occurred after this action.  

We populate instances of ODEES ontology from the following football classes in 

DBpedia: SoccerPlayer, SoccerTeam, SoccerTournament, SoccerLeague and Country 

using SPARQL query language. Below shows a query for finding the details of football 

player which consists of instance name, player name, position, club or team, date of 

birth, national team.  

SELECT ?subject ?playername ?position ?currentclub ?nationalteam   

WHERE  ?subject dbpedia2:wikiPageUsesTemplate          

        <http://dbpedia.org/resource/Template:Infobox_Football_biography_2>. 

    ?subject dbpedia2:playername ?playername. 

    ?subject dbpedia2:position    ?position. 
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    ?subject dbpedia2:currentclub ?currentclub. 

    ?subject dbpedia2:nationalteam ?nationalteam 

 

2.2 Football events 

 

For the purpose of demonstration, we limit the scope of our system to extract the 

following football events: 

(E1) the final result of a match competition in which two teams compete with each 

other. The event is defined as class MatchCompetition.  

(E2) the player’s action mentions during the match. The action may involve one or 

two players. The events are defined as subclasses of PlayerAction, such as ScoreGoal, 

Shot and Pass. 

(E3) other intermediate events involving match team players mentioning during 

the match, such as MissScoring and SubStitution. 

A set of frame-slot templates is generated from the football ontology for the football 

events (E1)-(E3). The template names correspond to the class names. Slots correspond 

to class’s properties. Constraints of slots correspond to constraints of relations in the 

ontology. A template can be activated by event-denoting phrases called trigger(s). In 

Figure 2. , for example, the value of a slot receivedBy is an instance of the class Player; 

it also constraints to have only one value or no value. The value of a slot minute is of 

type String and constraints to have only one value or no value.   

<Frame name=”Pass”> 

  <slot maxminCardinality=[0,1] name=minute rangeConcept=String/> 

  <slot maxminCardinality=[0,1] name=receivedBy  rangeConcept=Player/> 

  <slot cardinality=1 name=doneBy  rangeConcept=Player/> 

  <slot name=before  rangeConcept=ScoreGoal, Intercept, Shot/> 

  <slot name=inMatch rangeConcept=MatchCompetition/> 

  … 

</Frame> 

Figure 2.  An example of a frame template of a class Pass 

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The architecture of the system is shown in Figure 3. There are three modules: se-

mantic annotation module (SEM_ANNOTATE) which assigns semantic concepts to 

phrases; event frame extraction module (EVENT_EXTRACT) which recognizes foot-

ball events from text; and frame integration module (FRAME_ITG) which creates the 

relations between events and provides them as frame representation. The modules are 

described in following subsections. 
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Figure 3.  The architecture of the system 

3.1 Semantic annotation module 

 
The input of the system is a football news webpage, such as yahoo sport news. 

Starting with phrase structuring sub-module, only the text content of the webpage is 

extracted by AlchemyAPI. Then the system calls Stanford POS Tagger [29] to tag words 

with Part-of-Speech and calls a NLTK maxent learning tool to group words into phrases 

respectively.  

The phrases are annotated with concepts from domain classes or properties or in-

stances in the ontology. In addition to concept annotation using the football ontology, 

this process also annotates locations and persons using Stanford Name Entity Recogniz-

er (NER) [12]. The recognized phrases are stored in the entity knowledge base. The 

result from the SEM_ANNOTATE module is a concept annotated document with POS 

tags. Moreover, the pronouns are resolved based on co-reference resolution [3].  

During concept annotation process, there are four possible situations: a phrase can 

be annotated with a class; annotated with a property of a class; annotated with an in-

stance of a class; or annotated with an entity type. 

 “[Argentina]NationalTeam_teamName [defeated]winTrigger [Canada]NationalTeam_teamName 

[5-0]finalScore [on]PP_on [Monday]DayofWeek [in]PP_in [the Guachos’ final tuneup]TuneUp.” 

From the annotated sentence, the phrase “defeated” is annotated with a concept 

winTrigger. The phrase “5-0” matches with a value pattern “[0-9]+[-][0-9]+”, which 

defined by a property finalScore. The phrases “Argentina” matches with the property 

value teamName of an instance NationalTeam_Argentina. The system keeps both con-

cept NationalTeam_teamName and instance NationalTeam_Argentina. The phrase “the 

Guachos’ final tuneup” is annotated with a concept TuneUp. Note that the preposition 

words are also annotated with concept such as PP_on and PP_in. 
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3.2 Event frame extraction module 
 

There are three submodules for the EVENT_EXTRACT module. Those are a sub-

ject-predicate identification submodule, which is explained in this section; a semantic 

parsing submodule, which is explained in section 3.3 and 3.4; and a frame construction 

submodule, which is explained in section 3.5. 

  The subject-predicate identification submodule selects only relevant sentences 

from the previous annotated document. In this case, it selects only sentences containing 

events (E1)-(E3) mentioned in the football news. Frame templates containing those re-

levant events are matched with annotated concept in the sentence. When a concept is 

matched, the sentence containing the concept is selected. Otherwise, the sentence will 

be ignored. To facilitate the work of next process, the selected complex or compound 

sentences are split into simple clauses. The outputs are clauses with subject-predicate. 

For example, the output of the sentence “Tevez found Rodriguez, who scored under 

goalkeeper Pat Onstad from 15 yards” is: 

<sentence text = “Tevez found Rodriguez, who scored under goalkeeper Pat 

Onstad from 15 yards”> 

<clause id=1 text= “Tevez found Rodriguez” voice=“active”> 

    <subject text=“Tevez”/> 

    <predicate text= “found Rodriguez”/> 

</clause> 

<clause id=2 text= “who(Rodriguez) scored under goalkeeper Pat Onstad from 

15 yards” voice=“active”> 

    <subject text= “who(Rodriguez)”/> 

    <predicate text= “scored under goalkeeper Pat Onstad from 15 yards”/> 

</clause> 

</sentence>  

  

3.3 Grammar construction 

 

The semantic parser uses a set of semantic grammar rules to extract frames and 

their slots’ values. The output of each input clause is an event tree containing many 

frames and relations from the clause. A set of semantic grammar rules is constructed for 

each input sentence. A semantic grammar rule has a following form: “V -> w” indicat-

ing that V is a single non-terminal symbol and w is a string of terminal and/or 

non-terminals. In this paper, if w is a string then the rule is a lexical grammar rule. 

Otherwise, it is a semantic grammar rule. 

 

3.3.1 Lexical grammar rules 

 

The annotated phrase strings, act as terminal symbols of a set of lexical grammar 

rules, are the right-hand side (RHS) of the rules. These rules are generated dynamically 

after selecting the relevant sentence, but before calling the semantic parsing submodule. 

Below are some examples of lexical grammar rules from sentences (b) and (c). 

(r1)Shot -> “a_close-range_shot” | “shots” 

(r2)ScoreGoal -> “score” 

(r3)Pass -> “a_pass” 

(r4)Player_personName -> “Tevez” | “Higuain” | “Amandio”  

(r5)OffTarGet -> “went_high” 
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The left-hand side (LHS) concepts of the above rules are super-concept to the 

right-hand side (RHS).  A symbol “|” is read as “or”. The rules (r1) can be read as: 

Concept Shot consists of lexical phrase “a_close-range_shot” or “shots”. 

 

3.3.2. Semantic grammar rules 

 

The rules are semi-automatically generated from the ontology. There are two poss-

ible ways to create the rules:  

(Rule set 1) The rules are automatically created from event concepts and their ob-

ject properties. For example, the semantic grammar rules, generated from a part of event 

relations given in Figure 4. , correspond to rules (r6, r7, r8).  

 

Figure 4.  The relations of class Shot 

(r6)Shot_doneBy -> Player_personName 

(r7)Shot_hasBallSituation -> BallSituation 

(r8)BallSituation -> OffTargat 

(r9)ScoreGoal_doneBy -> Player_personName 

(r10)Pass_doneBy -> Player_personName 

(r11)Pass_receivedBy -> Player_personName 

The above rules can be read as follows: Property doneBy of the concept Shot will 

take their values personName from the concept Player. Similarly, property hasBall-

Situation of a concept Shot will take its value from the concept BallSituation. The 

concept OffTarget is a sub-concept of BallSituation. 

The entire grammar construction can create up to 5,343 rules totally. Hence, the 

rule set is huge causing long processing time. To improve efficiency, ODEES creates 

rules dynamically for each input sentence. Both lexical and semantic grammar rule set 1 

are created dynamically just before parsing each clause. This improves the processing 

time immensely. 

(Rule set 2) These rules are semi-manually constructed from the ontology to handle 

the meaning of prepositions, such as “from”, “to”, “by”, “over”, etc. Usually a rule in 

this set is triggered when it found preposition following by a noun phrase in the clause. 

Some examples of semi-manually constructed rules are:  

(r12)Pass_doneBy -> PP_from Player_personName 

 

3.4 Semantic Parsing 

 

The role of semantic parser is to identify events and their arguments from an input 

 
Shot 

BallSituation OffTarget 

Player 

hasSituation 

is-a 

doneBy 
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clause that is already annotated with concepts and identified with subject predicate, as 

an example in section 3.2. The output is an event tree for events in the clause (shown in 

Figure 6. ). The implementation is done based on the chart parsing principle [2]. 

 

Line 

1 

Input Tevez scored with 

a_close- 

range_shot 

off a_pass from Higuain 

2 
Applied 

rules 

Player_personName-> 

“Tevez” 

ScoreGoal-> 

”scored” 

PP_with-> 

“with” 

Shot->”a_close

-range_shot” 

PP_off 

-> 

“off” 

Pass-> 

“a_pass” 

PP_from 

-> 

“from” 

Player_ 

personName-> 

“Higuain” 

3 Output Player_personName ScoreGoal PP_with Shot PP_off Pass PP_from 
Player_ 

personName 

4 
Applied 

rules 

ScoreGoal_doneBy-> 

Player_personName, 

Shot_doneBy-> 

Player_personName, 

Pass_doneBy-> 

Player_personName, 

Pass_receivedBy-> 

Player_personName 

Shot_before

-> 

ScoreGoal 

 

Pass_before 

-> 

shot 

 

Shot_after 

-> 

Pass 

ScoreGoal_doneBy-> 

PP_from Player_personName, 

Shot_doneBy -> 

PP_from Player_personName, 

Pass_doneBy-> 

PP_from Player_personName 

5 output 

ScoreGoal_doneBy, 

Shot_doneBy, 

Pass_doneBy, 

Pass_receivedBy 

Shot_before PP_with Pass_before PP_off Shot_after 

ScoreGoal_doneBy, 

Shot_doneBy, 

Pass_doneBy 

 

Figure 5.  An example of rules applies during semantic parsing steps. 

The parser builds tree by repeatedly applying grammar rules to the clause. We illu-

strate the process with an example in a bottom-up fashion. Consider the input clause in 

Figure 5. line 1 “Tevez scored with a_close-range_shot off a_pass from Higuain”  

First, the lexical rules (line 2) matching to the clause, are applied. The matched 

portions of the clause are replaced by the left-hand-side (LHS) non-terminals of the as-

sociated rules, as shown in line 3, namely Player_personName, Pass, ScoreGoal, Shot, 

PP_from, PP_off and PP_with respectively. These non-terminals are treated the same as 

words in the clause for a next parsing step. 

Second, the semantic grammar rules (line 4) are applied. Sometimes, there are 

many rules that match to the RHS. All of the LHS of these rules are kept for further 

processing. The output of this step is shown in Figure 5. line 5.  

Next, the trigger phrases, which correspond to frame templates ScoreGoal, Shot, 

and Pass, are used to guide the grouping and filtering of these concepts into a tree hie-

rarchy. Figure 6. is an event tree of the sentence. Note that, in this example, the slot 

ScoreGoal_doneBy of ScoreGoal concept has two possible values. However, this slot, 

according to the slot constraint, must have only one value. This ambiguity must be re-

solved during the frame construction submodule. 

(S  

  (ScoreGoal  

        (ScoreGoal_doneBy (Player_personName Tevez)) 

        (ScoreGoal_doneBy ((PP_from from) (Player_personName Higuain))) 

        (ScoreGoal_after (Shot a_close-range_shot))) 

  (Shot  

        (Shot_doneBy (Player_personName Tevez)) 

        (Shot_doneBy ((PP_from from) (Player_personName Higuain))) 

        (Shot_after (Pass a_pass)) 

        (Shot_before (ScoreGoal scored))) 

   Pass  

        (Pass_doneBy ((PP_from from) (Player_personName Higuain))) 

        (Pass_receiveBy (Player_personName Tevez)) 

        (Pass_before (Shot a_close-range_shot)))) 

Figure 6.  The parsing result of the sentence “Teve z scored a close-range shot off a pass from Higuain.” 
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In addition, two events ScoreGoal and Pass linking to the same Shot event with 

relations ScoreGoal_after and Pass_before, indicating that ScoreGoal event occurs 

after the Shot event and the Pass event occurs before the Shot event. Hence, these two 

events must be related thru the Shot event. 

Another example is shown in Figure 7.  The output of the clause (sentence (b)) 

“shot by Amandio Felipe de Costa went high.” is an event tree shot. A node 

Shot_hasBallSituation is linked to a node OffTarGet based on rules (r5,r7,r8). 

(S  

    (Shot 

      (Shot_doneBy ((PP_by by) (Player_personName Amandio..))) 

      (Shot_hasBallSituation (BallSituation (OffTarget went_high))))) 

Figure 7.  The parsing result of the clause “shot by Amandio Felipe de Costa went high.” 

3.5 Frame Construction 

 

The role of frame construction is to transform event trees from the parser into a 

frame format. During doing so, it also resolves the slot values ambiguity.   

The input of this submodule is the event tree from the semantic parser submodule. 

The event tree consists of events and their slots. The frames are created corresponding 

to the events in the tree. Leave nodes from the event tree are values to be filled in the 

slots in frames. At this point, some slots may have more than one value. However, the 

number of values in a slot is specified by the slot’s constraint. In case that the number of 

values exceeds the specified constraint, the system resolved ambiguity using steps de-

scribed next. Below are three steps of filling in slot values. 

Step 1: The actor slot must be filled in first and must comply with its constraint, 

such as exactly one constraint. There can be many cases: 

Case 1: If the actor slot has no value but the constraint specifies that it must have 

one, the frame must be removed.  

Case 2: If the slot has no constraint on the number of values, the frame is kept.  

Case 3: If the slot specifies exactly one constraint, but there is more than one value, 

one of which is to be selected, selective method will be as follows: 

First, the system will check the structure of the clause that contains trigger phrase. 

If it is a verb phrase, the voice of the clause will be checked. If the clause is active, the 

subject of the clause will be chosen to be the value of the actor slot. Otherwise, the 

clause is passive. Therefore, the name entity, which is followed by a preposition “by”, 

will be chosen to be the value of the actor slot. 

If the trigger phrase is noun phrase, the position of name entity will be checked 

first. The name entity, which appears before the trigger phrase, will be chosen first. If 

there is none, the name entity, which appears after the trigger phrase, will be chosen 

next. Finally, if there is none, the subject of the clause will be chosen. Note that the 

name entity chosen must appear as one the values of the actor slot of the frame. 

For example, in Figure 5. line 1, the trigger phrase of event ScoreGoal is specified 

by a verb phrase “scored” and the clause is active. Therefore, the phrase “Tevez” is 

chosen as value for the actor slot ScoreGoal_doneBy. Another example from the clause 

“Tevez fed back to Di Maria left-footed shot from 25 yards”, the slot Shot_doneBy is 
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created by a trigger phrase “left-footed shot”, which is a noun phrase. The name entity 

that appears before this phrase is “Di Maria”. Hence, “Di Maria” is chosen as the value 

of this actor slot. 

Step 2: Other slot values in the frame are checked for their constraints accordingly. 

For example, if the exactly one constraint is applied to this slot, only the value posi-

tioned nearest to the trigger phrase will be chosen. Otherwise, all values are kept in the 

slot.   

Step 3: The frame is stored in a XML file format. The resulting XML file is further 

processed by integrating frame slot values into the football ontology instances.  

The result from an input event tree in Figure 6. is shown below.  

ScoreGoal01: (doneBy:Player_Tevez, after:Shot02) 

Shot02: (doneBy:Player_Tevez, after:Pass03, before:ScoreGoal01) 

Pass03: (doneBy:Player_Higuain, receivedBy:Player_Tevez, before:Shot02) 

 
3.6 Frame Integration Module 

 
At this point, the system has many individual frames for one document. The role of 

frame integration module is to link these frames together in a reasonable manner. A rule 

example for linking frames is implemented as follows: 

(inference_rule1)  

doneBy(?action,?player) ∧ hasTeam(?matchTeam,?team) ∧ MatchCompeti-

tion(?matchCompetition) playInNationalTeam(?player,?team)  

-> inMatch(?action,?matchCompetition) ∧ composeOf (?matchCompeti-

tion,?action) 

The above rule can be read as follows:  

If an action ?action is done by a player ?player of a team ?team in a match compe-

tition ?MatchCompetition  

then this action ?action must also occur in a match competition ?MatchCompeti-

tion as specified by a relation inmatch(?action ?matchCompetition), as well as its in-

verted relation composeof (?matchCompetition, ?action). 

The goal is to infer implicit information in the sentence and the document. In this 

case, the main event of our interest here is MatchCompetition. Hence, the other events 

of interest should be linked to the main event.  

Finally, an example output of “Argentina defeated Canada 5-0 on Monday. Tevez 

score a goal.” is shown in Figure 8.  
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Figure 8.  The output of applied inference_rule1 

4. FOOTBALL KNOWLEDGE BASE 

The output of our approach is the frame-slot knowledge base consists of football 

matches and details of the events, such as, which team won during the particular match, 

who made the score for the team in which manner, and so on. The knowledge base is 

then integrated back into the ODEES ontology, so that one can query the integrated on-

tology to obtain factual answers about the football events in the football sport news. The 

question style is based on SPARQL language. The examples of question are: 

(q1) Which team won between Argentina and Canada? transform in SPARQL syn-

tax as: 

Prefix FT:<http://www.owl-ontologies.com/SoccerOntology.owl♯>  

SELECT ?team 

WHERE ?mteam FT:hasSituationTeam FT:Winner. ?mteam FT:hasTeam ?team. 

?team FT:teamName “Argentina” UNION ?team FT:teamName “Canada”. 

From the process, the input sentence “Argentina defeated Canada 5-0 on Monday.” 

resulting in a frame as shown in Figure 8. The frames MatchCompetion1, MatchTeam01 

and MatchTeam02 are extracted from the input sentence. These frames are integrated 

back into the ontology as instances. Thus the system can be queried using SPARQL. 

The answer of this question from the query is Argentina.  

Note that NT_Argentina and NT_Canada are instances of Class Player. 

 

(q2) Who scored the goal for the match between Argentina and Canada? transform 

in SPARQL syntax as:  

SELECT ?pname ?Nteam ?minute 

WHERE ?event FT:inMatch ?match. ?event FT:inMatch ?match. ?event rdf:type 

FT:ScoreGoal. ?event FT:minute ?minute. ?event FT:doneBy ?scorer. ?scorer 

FT:personName ?pname. ?scorer FT:playInNationalTeam ?Nteam. ?mteam 

MatchCompetition01<type:MatchCompetition> 

team1:MatchTeam01 

team2:MatchTeam02 

finalScore: 5-0 

composeOf: ScoreGoal01 

MatchTeam01<type:MatchTeam> 

hasTeam:NT_Argentina 

hasSituationTeam: Winner 

scoreTeam: 5 

 

NT_Argentian<type:Team> 

teamName:”Argentina” 

Player_Tevez<type:Player> 

personName: “Tevez” 

playInNationalTeam: NT_Argentian 

ScoreGoal01<type:ScoreGoal> 

doneBy:Player_Tevez 

inMatch:MatchCompetition01 

MatchTeam02<type:MatchTeam> 

hasTeam:NT_Canada 

hasSituationTeam: Loser 

scoreTeam: 0 

NT_Canada<type:Team> 

teamName:”Canada” 
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FT:hasTeam ?team. ?mteam FT:inMatch ?match. ?team FT:teamName “Argentina” 

UNION?team FT:teamName “Canada”. 

The answer of this question from the query is: 

(Maxi Rodriques, Argentina, 16th) 

(Maxi Rodriques, Argentina, 32nd) 

(Angel Di Maria, Argentina, 37th) 

… 

5. EXPREIMENT AND DISCUSSION 

To evaluate the correctness of ODEES system, the manually created frames are 

constructed from 50 web pages, 40 web pages are selected as a development data set and 

10 web pages as test data set. The extracted event frames created by the system are 

compared to these manually created frames. The criteria for comparison are frame level 

correctness and slot level correctness. 

The football ontology contains 334 classes and 85 properties with 3,978 instances. 

It consists of 135 frame templates and 149 event triggers. The 40 webpages consist of 

725 sentences but only 344 sentences containing 999 clauses are selected by the system. 

Furthermore, only 429 clauses are extracted to create event frames, which covering 699 

frames. Statistically, one sentence has average of 2 frames and each frame has average 

of 6 slots. The 10 webpages consists of 100 sentences but only 77 sentences are ex-

tracted to create event frames, which covering 156 frames. 

For the evaluation, precision, recall and f-measure are used for measurement. The 

precision measures the ratio of the correct frames that was extracted by the system 

against all the frames that was extracted. The recall measures the ratio of the correct 

frames that was extracted by the system against all the available frames manually 

created from the football news. 

A frame is considered correct when an extracted frame and its slots can be mapped 

exactly with the manual created frame. A frame is considered partially correct when an 

extracted frame can be mapped with the manual frame but some slots are not matched. 

A frame is considered incorrect when the extracted frame from the system does not 

match any frame in the manual frame set. A frame is considered missing when a frame 

in manual set exists but the system does not create the frame. Then, we count correct, 

partially correct, incorrect and missing frames for the evaluation. The precision, recall, 

and f-measure can be formulated as follows: 

 

(0.5* )correct partially
precision

correct partially incorrect




 
               (1) 

(0.5* )

sin

correct partially
recall

correct partially mis g




 
                 (2) 
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f measure

precision recall
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Table 2. The total number of correct, partially correct, incorrect and missing frames 

from development data set and test data set 

Frame types 

Development data set Test data set 

cor-

rect 

Partially Incor-

rect 

missing cor-

rect 

partially incor-

rect 

missing 

MatchCompetition 61 18 13 5 13 3 3 - 

MatchType 114 3 18 13 22 1 3 3 

GoalkeeperAction 31 1 1 7 4 1 - 1 

PlayerAction 352 70 15 24 88 7 4 13 

Total 558 92 47 49 127 12 10 17 

 

Table 3. Evaluation results of event extraction from development data set and test data 

set 

Frame types 
Development data set Test data set 

precision recall f-measure precision recall f-measure 

MatchCompetition 76.09 83.33 79.55 76.3 90.6 82.9 

MatchType 85.56 88.85 87.17 86.5 86.5 86.5 

GoalkeeperAction 95.45 80.76 87.50 90 75 81.8 

PlayerAction 88.56 86.77 87.66 92.4 84.7 88.4 

Total 86.66 86.41 86.53 86.32 84.22 84.90 

 

Table 4. Comparison the event extraction evaluation by pattern matching and our   

approach 

Frame types 

Pattern matching Our approach 

precision recall f-measure precision recall f-measure 

MatchCompetition 53.44 53.44 53.44 76.09 83.33 79.55 

MatchType 53.41 54.23 53.81 85.56 88.85 87.17 

GoalkeeperAction 47.5 48.72 48.10 95.45 80.76 87.50 

PlayerAction 47.88 50.67 49.24 88.56 86.77 87.66 

Total 50.56 51.77 51.15 86.66 86.41 86.53 

 

Table 2 shows the evaluation results. We classify the frames into four groups. The 

match competition frame (MatchCompetition) represents the details of two teams com-

peting against each other, such as score of the match, finalScore, match date, onDate-

Time, and match tournament, inTourmanent. The match team frame (MatchTeam) 

represents the detailed information of each team in the match such as score of team, 

scoreTeam, and teams winning and losing in the match, situationOfTeam. The goal-

keeper’s action frame template (GoalkeeperAction) and the player action frame tem-

plate (PlayerAction) are templates for goalkeeper or player actions during the match. 

These frames are Shot, Pass, ScoreGoal, Intercept, Foul, Save, Punt and so on. Table 

2 shows the total number of correct, partially correct, incorrect and missing frames in 

each group from the development data set and the test data set. The precision, recall and 

f-measure values of the system on the development data set are 86.66%, 86.41% and 

86.53% respectively. The precision, recall and f-measure values on the test data set are 

86.32%, 84.22% and 84.90% respectively. We found that the results are not significant-

ly different for the same domain. However, if the proposed methodology is intended to 

be applied to another domain, a new ontology must be constructed specifically for that 

domain. From results in Table 3, it can be observed that the created frames achieve 

f-measure in a range of 79% to 88%. 

From the results in Table 4, The experiment results show that the proposed ap-
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proach achieved better precision, recall and f-measure (86.66%, 86.41%, and 86.53% 

respectively) over precision, recall and f-measure (50.56%, 51.77%, 51.15% respective-

ly) obtained by the pattern matching approach. We found that the pattern matching ap-

proach do not work well with long and complex sentence. The disadvantage of this ap-

proach is that, if an input sentence has more than one event, each event will be extracted 

separately without relation among them.  

 

Errors are classified into three categories: partially correct frame, incorrect frame, 

and missing frame. 

1) In partially correct frames, some frames are extracted correctly, but some slot 

values are incorrect. This kind of error occurs 13.19% of all frames. 

- “Enyeama leapt to thwart Messi after he cut in side from the sideline”.  

The system resolves pronoun “he” that is the value of slot doneBy of event cutIn-

Side, to be “Messi”; in fact the system should refer to “Enyeama”. The pronoun resolu-

tion rules cause this mistake. 

 

2) In incorrect frames, events are identified incorrectly, i.e., the system extracts a 

wrong event or extracts when it should not do so. For example: 

- “Lenhart set up Gaven for a shot from just inside the scoring box.”  

The Setup event by Lenhart and the Shot event by Gaven are correctly extracted by 

the system. However, the system also incorrectly extracts the scoring event, from the 

phrase “the scoring box”.   

This kind of error is a major portion of all errors with 6.74%. 

 

3) In missing frames, events are not extracted by the system; in fact the system 

should do so. For example: 

- “Higuain's two second half goals in the 76th and 80th minutes put the game 

away”.  

The trigger phrase of the sentence is one word “goals” that applies to both the 76th 

minute goal and the 80th minute goal. However, the system fails to separate this sen-

tence into two clauses. Hence, the system cannot extract two frames 

This kind of error occurs 6.57%. 

6. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOS WOKS 

In this section, we discuss our system comparing with other systems. There are a 

number of previous researches that work on extracting information using ontology [3, 7, 

20, 23, 27, 30]. Other works use statistical approach to extract information [13, 17, 19, 

31]. 

Our work is among one of the rule-based extraction systems. However, ODEES 

main contribution is the mechanism of using dynamic semantic grammar rules to rec-

ognize events and their associated details. 

There are advantages of this approach over others. First, the system can recognize 

multiple events in long and complex sentences, while the pattern matching approach 

used by [3, 20, 23, 27, 30] cannot do so. 
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Second, using semantic grammar and a simple set of heuristics, the system can 

identify an actor of each action mostly correctly, even when the action is specified by a 

noun instead of a verb. Comparing to the work in [7], which cannot do so because it 

used dependency grammar to identify an actor associated with a head verb only.   

Third, by dynamically constructing a set of semantic grammar rules for each input 

sentence, the system can work well in reasonable time and resulting with less ambiguity. 

Fourth, the grammar rules enable the chaining process to link related concepts and 

their properties. Hence, values of slots can be filled in more accurately. This approach 

has never been done in other mentioned works. 

7. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have proposed a new approach to automatically extract football 

events from news webpages and represent extracted information as a frame-slot know-

ledge base. The approach uses football domain ontology to generate frame templates and 

sets of grammar rules, and parse input text using semantic parser.  

We implement the proposed approach in the system called ODEES. To evaluate the 

performance of the system, we measure the correctness of extracting required informa-

tion at a frame level correctness and slot level correctness. F-measures of the frame level 

correctness range from 79 to 88 %. 
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